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The Chemists Interstate Challenge Cricket Shield 1908 – 2014 Plus ‘Friends’

Tim Broadbent SA Bowler of the Carnival Irfan Hashmi SA Player of the Carnival Jeff  Gallagher VIC Batsman of the Carnival

Two students from Victoria Team Parang 

Bhatt & Arnav Chug With their presentations

Mark Thulborne Pharmacy Industry Team 

captain with ‘The Shield”

Umpires John Synon (SA) Simon Taufel  (ICC) 

and Margaret Robinson (QLD)
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President’s Report
Pharmacy Cricket started the season full of promise and hope. Price disclosure and the 

Federal election and the subsequent budget were yet to happen, however the weather 

gods were about to play a disruptive roll .Excluding the National Carnival, three of the 

regular games were cancelled due to rain and bush fires. 

HOWEVER the season highlight was the National Cricket Carnival that was played in 

Bowral and was a great success, with four days of glorious sunshine.

Six teams that included Western and South Australia, Victoria, New South Wales, Queensland and the 

Pharmacy Industry contested to decide who would hold the ‘Shield’ for 2013 – 2014. (See report on page 5)

Pharmacy cricket again awarded two student scholarships as has been the case each year, with the 

support of our sponsors. It was interesting the number of applications considerably exceeded the 

numbers of previous years.

Sponsorships proved to be a challenge and we express our appreciation to those companies and 

pharmaceutical organisations who consider Pharmacy Cricket to be worthy of support as we bring 

together students, graduates, young pharmacists and many who own pharmacies.  This gives a very 

wide canvas of our profession with all the benefits that flow from the fellowship that is as important as 

the playing of cricket. This was clearly evident during the National Cricket Carnival, at the accompanying 

social events and at the final night dinner held in the International Cricket Hall of Fame at Bradman Oval.

I record the help and assistance from the committee especially Paul Mahoney and Peter O’Reilly plus 

those others from the various state teams.

The Carnival for next season is planned to be played in the delightful city of Adelaide from Tuesday 

13th to Friday 16th January.2015, where we played in 2009.

Greg Hodgson

Scholarship winners 2013 – 2014
Both students received $2500 towards their University course. Provided by Pharmacy Cricket with the 

support of our sponsors.

Jens Christensen
1st year student in a Bachelor of Pharmacy Course 

at the University of Queensland. Also a member of 

the Queensland Pharmacy team

Lauren Burton
A Science graduate of Melbourne University and 

1st Year student of a Master of Pharmacy at the 

University of Western Australia
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The third day of the Carnival on Bradman Oval, New South 

Wales played the Pharmacy Industry team.  Umpires were 

Margaret Robinson and Ian Mein. This match saw the 

highest number of runs scored in a day (490) in any of the 

seven games played during the Carnival.

Industry captain Mark Thulborne on winning the toss decided 

to bat.  Openers Matthew Jones and David Kelly gave their 

team a good start, Industry 1 for 50. Runs continued to flow 

.with Mark Thulborne 18, and Adrian McCaffrey 55 (10 four’s) 

scored well and were supported by Ben Sullivan 30 taking 

the score to 6 for 200. Mark Frei with 54 and Todd Richards 27   

helped Industry to finish their 50 overs all our for 266.

Of the six New South Wales bowlers Brenton Hart took 3 for 

42 Graeme Cameron 2 for 37 and Chris Georges 2 for 47.

New South Wales had a disastrous start 1 for 0 and 2 for 27, 

and with two run outs Nick Bennie held the side together 

scoring 48 taking the score to 5 for 138. Two more quick 

dismissals made the task of scoring the runs required more 

difficult. New South Wales captain Christian Hernandez 

coming in at the fall of the second wicket remained 70 not 

out and was supported by Brenton Hart 36 and Will Clayton 

23, however their efforts were in vain and  after 50  overs 

the score was 9 for 224.

Industry bowlers Irfan Hashmi (on loan from SA) took 2 

for 31, Mark Thulborne 2 for 34 & Adam West 2 for 42 took 

the wickets. With two run outs and two ducks NSW did not 

match the Industry effort.

Man of the match was Adrian McCaffrey with his 55 runs 

scored in better than even time.

A great match with some outstanding batting played in 

wonderful spirit and a comprehensive win to the Pharmacy 

Industry team.

The National Cricket Carnival
New South Wales v Pharmacy Industry

January 2014

Pharmacy Industry & New South Wales teams

Man of the MatchThe TossThe Match Trophy
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Bowral in the Southern Highlands of New South Wales was the 

place for the seventh National Pharmacy Cricket Carnival, played 

over four days in January. Six teams from Western Australia, 

South Australia, Victoria, New South Wales, Queensland and the 

Pharmacy Industry played for the right to hold the famous 100 

year old ‘Shield’ for the 2013 – 2014 season.

In cloudless days with glorious sunshine the teams played in hot 

conditions at the ‘Home of Cricket’ Bradman Oval and Chater Oval 

in Mittagong. Inspired by the five - nil ‘Ashes’ victory by Australia, 

all teams played well with some outstanding performances.  In 

almost every match, each 50 over game produced combined 

totals of 400 plus. The highest was the match New South Wales v 

Pharmacy Industry with a total of 490 runs. 

During the four days several batsmen retired at the obligatory 

50 in their particular match. Bowlers had less success with a few 

taking 4 wickets in a match, but no 5 wicket hauls.

The final played at Bradman Oval on Friday 14th, saw Victoria 

(last season’s winner) do battle against the Pharmacy Industry. 

The Industry team losing two players at the last moment, due 

to urgent calls from their companies, drew two players from the 

teams not in the final. One was Irfan Hashmi, from South Australia, 

who opened the bowing for industry and took 4 for 24. Industry 

won a close match with 9 for 206 in their 50 overs to defeat 

Victoria 9 for 199 in their 50 overs.

The Trophy presentation dinner was a outstanding night, held in 

the world famous International Cricket Hall of Fame at Bradman 

Oval with 105 present that included several cricket and pharmacy 

luminaries. Not the least were three that have worn the famous 

‘Baggy Green’ cap. Past cricket greats were represented by the 

sons of Bill ‘Tiger’ O’Reilly and Bill Ponsford, both pharmacists. 

Former Test Captains and pharmacy Cricket Patrons pharmacist 

Ian Craig and Brian Booth attended with their wives Roz and Judy. 

Tina MacPherson, an Australian Women’s Test representative 

also joined us for the dinner. The guest speaker and Bowral 

resident was Rodney Cavalier, who is the Chairman of the Sydney 

Cricket & Sports Ground Trust and he presented the trophies. 

Mr Cavalier presented the ‘Shield’ to Pharmacy Industry captain 

Mark Thulborne, the ‘Player of the Carnival’ trophy to Irfan Hashmi 

from South Australia, ‘Batsman of the Carnival’ to South Australia 

pharmacy student Tim Broadbent and ‘Bowler of the Carnival’ to 

Victorian team Captain Jeff Gallagher.

An outstanding Carnival that included four days of  great cricket, 

fun and wonderful fellowship that was enjoyed by players, guests 

and family groups.  For the 2015 Carnival we return to Adelaide, 

where we played in 2009.

The National Cricket Carnival
Bowral, New South Wales

January 2014

The Pharmacy Industry Team

Umpires John Synon (South Australia) 

International Umpire Simon Taufel & 

Margaret Robinson (Queensland)   

Industry Team with the Carnival trophy 

‘The Shield’ plus Ian Craig, Brian Booth 

& Tina MacPherson, the other owner of a 

‘Baggy Green’ cap

Peter O’Reilly with some of the  

players at the dinner
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On the first day of the Carnival this match was played 

at Chater Oval Mittagong. On winning the toss Brett 

Fishpool, South Australian captain, decided to bowl.

Victoria had a great start, taking the score to 3 for 

93 after 30 overs, with Jeff Gallaher retiring on the 

obligatory 50 as did Rob Marsters.. Ben Richardson 

with 39 and Taylor Hall with 25 helped Victoria to 

finish their 50 overs at 6 for 211.

Bowling for South Australia, Alex Page & Tim 

Broadbent each took 2 wickets.

South Australia had an even better start and were 3 for 

131 after 30 overs, Brett Fishpool opened and scored 

33, batting for well over an hour. Brett was supported 

by Tim Broadbent retiring on 51, supported by Stu 

Hook 33 and Michael Broadbent 22. At 6 for 183 with 5 

overs left to play, South Australia looked likely to win, 

however, the last 5 wickets scored only 16 runs with 

two run outs. Almost there, however finished with 9 for 

209 after their 50 overs, just 3 runs short.

With 50 retired and 2 wickets Jeff Gallagher Victorian 

captain was named ‘Man of the Match.

The National Cricket Carnival
Victoria vs South Australia

January 2014

Victorian & South Australian teams

Brett Fishpool & Paul Wickham toss to start the match  

Umpires George Lunt & Margaret Robison

A very close match
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In glorious sunshine on the opening match of the Carnival 

at Bradman Oval, New South Wales took on the lads from 

north of the border.

Winning the toss NSW captain Christopher Hernandez 

decided to bat. NSW had a great start. Tim Sidgreaves 

(Blooms) with Andrew Douglas (from Yass) had an opening 

stand of 76. Sidgreaves was finally dismissed for 59 and 

was subsequently awarded ‘Man of the Match’. Nick Bennie 

coming in at number 3 displayed considerable skills and with 

nine 4’s retired with 51. A minor collapse followed taking the 

score to 4 for 134. Chris Georges then took control and with 

six 6’s, three 4’s remained not out with 56 taking the score at 

the end of the allotted 50 overs to 8 for 242.

For Queensland Jens Christensen took 3 for 32 and Nick 

Grove 3 for 41 (that included the two openers).

Queensland had a disastrous start losing their first wicket in 

the 3nd over and were 1 for 6, then 2 for 16 & 3 for 25. Jason 

Roberts with 38 and Aaron Lock 20 steadied the ship supported 

by Liam Busuttin scoring 20, captain Phil Bannon and Jens 

Christensen took the score along  to be all out for 168.

NSW captain Christian Hernandez took 3 for 21 Graeme 

Cameron   2 for 17 and Chris Georges 2 for 13.

A great way to start this the 7th National Pharmacy 

Cricket Carnival

National Cricket Carnival Bowral
New South Wales defeats Queensland

Bradman Oval January 2014

New South Wales & Queensland

The toss Nick Bennie receives his NSW cap The Match Trophy
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Chater Oval Mittagong was the ground for the match Queensland v The Pharmacy Industry team played on the 

second day of the Carnival.

Captained by Phil Bannon, Queensland batting first had a poor start being 4 for 47 after 15 overs. Jason Roberts 

with 33, Aaron Lock with 28 and Liam Busuttin with 47 restored the team’s fortunes to finish their 50 overs to be 

all out for 195.

For Industry Mark Frei (IMS) took 4 for 24 off his 8 overs.

Industry also had a poor start and of the first six batsmen James Bowmaker (Blooms) with 29 was the only 

batsman to score more than 10 runs. Alex Mayes (Key Pharmaceuticals) with 66 (including two 6’s & six 4’s) 

together with Mark Frei 39 plus some help of the lower order batsmen took the total 185. 

For Queensland Arron Lock took 4 for 44 off his 10 overs.

Alex Mayes was awarded the ‘Man of the Match’ trophy.

A great game played under cloudless skies at a wonderful and a delightful ground.

The National Cricket Carnival
Queensland vs Pharmacy Industry

January 2014

Queensland & Pharmacy Industry teams
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Bradman Oval at Bowral New South Wales in clear skies 

and bright sunshine was the place where South Australian 

captain Brett Fishpool, on winning the toss, decided to bat. 

The start of the innings was a disaster 1 for 0.  In the true 

tradition of South Australian determination, Brett Fishpool 

and Tim Broadbent put on a partnership of 77. Fishpool 

retiring with 51 not out and Broadbent scoring 69. Then a 

minor collapse until Jason Harvey with 51 and Alex Page 

with 53 restored the innings for their team to finish their 50 

overs innings with 295.

For Western Australia Craig Pederick took the bowling 

honours with 3 for 52. Brad Sparling although only taking 

one wicket was involved in achieving two run outs.

Western Austral had a poor start and were 3 for 22 in the 

11th over. Tim Van Bronswijk with 26 and Nick Partridge 43 

restored the innings and with Craig Pederick scoring 55, 

helped the team to finish with 184.

For South Australia Jono Gill, Jason Harvey & Alex Page 

each took two wickets.

With his 53 and two wickets Alex Page was awarded the 

‘Man of the Match’ Trophy.

The National Cricket Carnival
South Australia vs Western Australia

January 2014

South Australia & Western Australia with umpires John Synon, Simon Taufel, Margaret Robinson & Scorer Ian Wright

The final scoreJohn Synon SA, Simon Taufel  

ICC & Margaret Robinson QLD

The Toss
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Following the two previous wins by the Dentists, Pharmacy 

had a dramatic win on Sunday 24th November at the 

grounds of Shore School Northbridge.

On a clear sunny day, Pharmacy batting first had a 

disastrous start losing their first five wickets for 38, 

this included two ducks. Captain Brenton Hart with 39 

(including two 6’s) and Chris Georges scoring 44, this 

included eight 4’s & one six, pulled the innings together. 

Mark Shepherd with a well played 50 and Andrew 

McLachlan with some excellent back foot drives, remained 

not out with 35, giving Pharmacy a total of 214.

Dentistry, no doubt confident having won on the last 

two occasions, were in for a shock. The opening bowlers 

for Pharmacy, Chris Georges and Will Clayton with Tamar 

Dalton, dismissed the Dentists for 38. There were five ducks 

and eight of their batsmen were bowled. Georges finished 

off his six overs with 5 for 14, Clayton from his six overs took 

2 for 6 and Dalton took two for 7.  The ‘Man of the Match’ 

award went, as often is the case, to Chris Georges,

No doubt this win must have inspired the Australia Team to 

win in Brisbane. 

As always, a great day with an excellent BBQ lunch, under 

the trees. Much fellowship and good humour. Bad luck to 

Dentistry, there is always next season.  The match trophy 

now resides with Pharmacy.

Pharmacy vs Dentistry

Pharmacy and Dentistry

The Toss - Brenton Hart called ‘Heads’

Pharmacy Captain Benton Hart accepting the Match Trophy 

from Dentistry Captain Jack Obaid
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A bright sunny morning. The Sydney side was welcomed to a 

sparkling Newcastle with Pacific Ocean breakers rolling in to 

golden Newcastle beaches, Caves, Stockton, Redhead. 

Waratah Oval was in good condition, with a lush outfield signalling 

a lot of leather-chasing and not many boundaries. Sydney won the 

toss and Peter Mikhail immediately chose to bat on a strip which 

was slow and low and the match got away on time,  at 10am. 

The Newcastle bowling attack was accurate and two wickets 

had fallen after seven overs (for eight runs) . Two guest players 

for Sydney, Joe Di Tommaso and Glen Rota , and later Sterling 

Hamman were able to steady the innings somewhat and add some 

respectability to the score (combined contribution of 73 runs). 

Another guest , Paul Golledge , chipped in at the end with 15 runs, 

and an unremarkable Sydney innings ended at 122 in the 41st over.

This score , while not substantial, seemed competitive under 

the circumstances. The standout bowler for Newcastle was 

Michael Holt, an accurate and fastish seamer , with 5 for 15, 

from 8.1 overs. Very impressive.  (He later had the misfortune 

to collect a ball under the eye, requiring five stitches). The 

Newcastle fielding was first-class.

A delicious barbeque and salad lunch was enjoyed by all. A big 

effort from Brenton Hart , who prepared the meal as well as 

performing much organisation prior to the match.

Enter Michael Redpath and Scott Elsegood, opening for 

Newcastle. They accumulated runs at five per over, without 

giving a chance, until Elsegood departed with the score at 44 . 

Redpath overcame the slowish outfield by lofting the ball over 

the field and combined with Nick Barnett to take the score to 97, 

and shortly after, Redpath retired at 50, without offering a single 

chance. Tight bowling from Paul Golledge and Joe Di Tommaso, 

restricted the score somewhat, but wickets were very scarce.

The Sydney side lacked urgency in the field and runs were 

accumulated at will. Black clouds threatened from the south 

and a few wickets fell, until rain forced the players from the 

field, with the score at 5 for 115 in the 25th over. 

The umpires , (Graham and Don) conferred and play was 

abandoned, with Newcastle, a well-deserved winner following 

a  Duckworth Lewis process. An excellent day was celebrated 

with a few lagers and fellowship between the two teams.

Report from Paul (Neville) Mahoney

Newcastle vs Sydney
Waratah Oval Newcastle - 16 March 2014

‘Man of the Match’ Michael Holt Captains: Christian Hernandez and Peter Mikhail
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Each year the South Australian Pharmacist’s team plays a 

match against past players (the Legends) of the Adelaide 

University Cricket Club. The game serves the purpose of 

preparing our side for the National Carnival. The ’Legends’ had 

recently toured the UK on their Ashes Tour and had played 

a return game against the Barmy Army prior to the Adelaide 

Test. The game was played against a match hardened and 

experienced team of many former University Grade cricketers. 

We were fortunate this year to play the game on the beautiful 

main Adelaide University Oval in fine conditions.

The South Australian Pharmacy Team won the toss and put the 

opposition in with Michael ‘Muffy’ Broadbent striking with a 

wicket first ball. Some good batting followed and the Legends 

were able to post a respectable 7 wickets for 164 off 40 overs. 

Potentially they were looking to post a much higher score if it 

had not been for a devastating ‘at the death’ spell from Muffy 

which included a hat trick.  He finished with 4/12. Jono Gill, Imran 

Hashmi and Michel ‘Chewy’ Bakker all finished with 1 wicket. 

Rob O’Shannassy in his ‘comeback’ game at 64 years of age 

showed he might be a handy player in the Carnival if his fused ankle holds together with a tight spell of 4 overs.

The Pharmacists always looked in the game with some good batting from Michael ‘wack-um) Wakim and Jack 

Ramsey (32).  However, the Pharmacists faulted in the run chase and in the end fell 4 runs short. Most batsmen 

got a good start though and spent valuable time in the middle.

Despite the narrow loss the side is well prepared for the Carnival and will be strengthened with the addition 

of several key players including skipper Brett Fishpool who was unavailable for this game. The team also had 

several Sunday practice sessions.

The game was again played in great spirits and featured an exceptional afternoon tea.  After game 

refreshments in the new AUCC Long Room Bar were most welcome and good wishes were passed onto the 

Pharmacists team for the Carnival.

South Australia Pharmacy v The Legends  

of the Adelaide University Cricket Club
Adelaide University Main Oval

‘Mitch’ Jonson alias Michael ‘Muffy’ Broadbent

Michael ’wack-um’ Wakim  

& ‘Muffy’ Broadbent
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The Toss NSW v Industry

Irfan Hashmi with his wife & son

Geoff Gallagher presented with his ‘Man of the Match’ award The lads enjoy a laugh and a glass or two

Rob O’Shannassy presents his Bradman award

Peter O’Reilly with a match report

 Mark Thulborne & Margaret 

Robinson with the bribe;  

a bottle of champagne

Paul Mahoney with his coffee

Carnival Personalities
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The Chemists

Interstate Challenge Cricket Shield

1908 - 2014

The History
The ‘Shield’ records the results of matches played both pre and post WW2 between the 

pharmacists of NSW and Victoria.

Originally presented by; Allen & Hanbury (Australasia Ltd)., G.A. Arnold, The Australian Drug Co Ltd., 

Burroughs Welcome & Co., Buredin & Sainsbury, Elliott Brs Ltd., Fassett & Johnson, Felton Grimwade & Co., Parke 

Davis & Co., Potter & Birks Ltd., 

Rocke Tompsitt & Co., Sayes Allport Proprietary Ltd., Whitall Tatum Co.

These Pharmaceutical Companies no longer exist or have changed their name.

The Shield was initially contested between 1908 and 1934. For 68 Years it laid idle and competition 

recommenced in 2002 with a match at Bradman Oval Bowral, between NSW & Victoria, and matches have been 

played every year since that time.

It is now the trophy for the winner of the Pharmacy Cricket Carnival that involves the other States of Australia 

and the Pharmacy Industry

The original Shield is made of sterling silver and the ‘assay’ marks show it was made in England by 

Atkin Brothers silversmiths of Sheffield England, sold by William Farmer & Co of Hunter Street Sydney, 

and more recently had the new backing piece with 33 sterling silver roundels added by W.J. Sanders 

silversmiths of Sydney.

It is the oldest item of Pharmacy memorabilia in Australian Pharmacy and has a great history of past games  

and players.

The Shield features;

A fine enameled and then newly adopted Australian coat of arms.

An excellent engraving of a cricket match in progress.

A frame of Australian native flowers.

An engraved traditional Mortar and Pestle.

The results of matches played 1908 – 1934 & 2002 – 2014

A new backing piece with 33 sterling silver roundels.

This is an outstanding example of the silversmith’s art. 

The ‘Shield’ is a unique and valuable article of substantial historical significance and holds a special place in the 

Pharmacy profession of Australia.

Results winners:
1908 – 1934 NSW 10 & Victoria 9

2002 – 2009 NSW 4 & Victoria 4

2010  Western Australia 1

2011  South Australia 1

2012  No Carnival rained out

2013  Victoria

2014  Pharmacy Industry
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The Chemists

Interstate Challenge Cricket Shield

1908 - 2014

Recent History
This is recorded on a plate on the back of the ‘Shield’

The ‘Shield’ in 2006 was expanded with the addition of the new backing piece made by W.J. Sanders 

Silversmiths of Sydney.

The addition matched the existing shield in style, colour and design and provided 33 additional roundels 

together with a new dedication plate stating;

‘Competition for the ‘Shield’ expanded in 2006 - 2007 season to include, in addition to New South Wales and 

Victoria, the States of Queensland & Tasmania and in the 2007 – 2008 season to include South Australia & 

Western Australia and now the Pharmacy Industry’

The names of those who sponsored in the 2007 -2008 season are recorded on the new plate and are;

Johnson & Johnson, Pharmaceutical Defence Ltd, Guild Insurance & Financial Services, Vittoria Coffee, 

Blooms the Chemist, Merck Sharp & Dohme, Sidgreaves Shopfitters, Pharmacy Guild of Australia, Glaxo 

Smith Kline,  MediADVICE Pharmacy, & alphapharm

The Shield

The oldest item of Pharmacy sporting memorabilia 
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GOLD SPONSOR

SILVER SPONSORS

BRONZE SPONSORS

PHARMACY CRICKET Inc.

SPONSORS
2013-2014 SEASON

CORPORATE

SERVICES
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